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SUMMARY 
A FORTRAN code has been developed for the  IBM-360 digital computer t o  unfold 
sodium-iodide (thallium-activated) scintillation spectrometer polyenergetic 
gamma photon experimental distributions. I t  was  specifically designed t o  
analyze the combination bremsstrahlung and monoenergetic gamma radiation 
field of cylindrical radioisotope power generators. The code generates the  
detector system response matrix function and applies i t  t o  the  monoenergetic 
spectral  components discretely and to  the bremsstrahlung iteratively. I t  
corrects for  iodine K X-ray escape ,  detector non-linearity, system drift,  source 
decay, background, and detection efficiency. Results are presented in digital 
form for differential and integrated photon number and energy distributions, and 
exposure dose.  
1. . INTRODUCTION 
This report presents a description of and the user requirements for cai-l:: 
CUPED --- a digital computer code to  unfold scintillation spectrornr-it , 
polyenergetic gamma photon experimental distr ibutions developed uiader 
NASA-GSFC contract NAS5-10337. Code CUPED, written in the FORTRAN IV 
language for the GSFC IBM-360/91 digital computer. is a much modified 
version of code CUBED which was  developed under contracts NAS5 -10133 
and NAS5-10337 and previously reported in  NUS-315, -3 1 6 ,  and -395 (1 .2,3) 
The experimental distributions which the code has  been specifically 
developed to  ana lyze ,  are  those recorded by the right-cylindrical sodium- 
iodide (thallium-activated) ---- NaI(T1) ---- scintillation crys t a l l  coupled 
to  a multi-channel pulse-height analyzer and exposed to  the bremsstrahlung 
and l ine energy photons emitted by right-cylindrical radioisotope power 
generators fuelled with such a s  either plutonium, thallium or strontium 
oxides.  
The code can either read or generate the scintillation detector system 
response function matrix and apply i t  to unfold the pulse-height analyzer 
distributions t o  determine differential and integrated photon number 
and energy distributions,  and exposure dose .  The response matrix 
generation procedure re l ies  on the spectra of standard radioisotopes such 
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a s  ~d , Hg , Sr . C s  . Nb . Mn Zn . c o 6 0  and Na The 
standard spectra a re  normalized with respect to photo peak pulse-height and 
a rea ,  and their photopeaks subtracted to  obtain normalized Compton continua. 
The response matrix vectors a re  determined a t  each energy by interpolating the 
normalized continua and computing the associated Gaussian photopeaks. The thus 
interpolated vectors are  redistributed in pulse-height t o  correspond to  the detector 
system energy response and to  satisfy the requirements of the spectra to  be un- 
folded. Quadratic interpolation of the normalized continua is carried out either 
directly for gamma photon energies I 0.6616 MeV or by a method of parts , 
described in  this report, for energies > 0.6616 MeV. 
Code CUPED applies the response function matrix according to two dist inct  
procedures to unfold either bremsstrahlung spectra or complex spectra con- 
s is t ing of a limited number of photopeaks or spectra consist ing of 
bremsstrahlung-plus-photopeaks . The code determines the detector in- 
cident photon l ines  in the unknown spectra through the fitting of a Gaussian- 
plus-straight-line function to each photopeak. The corresponding photo- 
peak associated Compton continua a re  determined by an interpolation of the 
standard Compton continua. The thus determined photopeak-plus-continuum 
spectra a r e  then subtracted to  leave ,  ideally,  either a continuous or zero 
residual spectrum. Continuous and residual spectra a re  iteratively unfolded 
according to  the matrix inversion technique of Scofield ( - ) , to determine 
detector-incident continuous photon spectra.  The total  incident gamma photon 
spectrum is determined a s  the  sum of the line and continuous components. 
The code corrects for partial photon energy deposition in the NaI(T1) 
detector through the application of the response matrix. It corrects for 
the number of photon interactions in the  detector crystal  and for absorp- 
tions by the crystal  cladding materials,  interposed absorbers such a s  
Lucite and the a i r  medium between the source and the crystal .  In addit ion,  
i t  corrects for primary source decay ,  iodine K X-ray e scape ,  pulse-height 
drift and natural background. It corrects for detection system nonlinear 
energy response either inherently during unfolding or directly before 
unfoldinu accordinq t o  option. 
Since the present report i s  considered primarily a s  a code use r ' s  manual, 
a detailed description of the mathematics and the logic of the code i s  
(3) 
referred to  report NUS-316") and NUS-395 . 
2 .  CODE DESCRIPTION 
2 . 1  INTRODUCTION 
Code CUPED i s  written in the  FORTRAN IV compiler language for i-4.e GSFC 
I ~ ~ - 3 6 0 / 9 1  digital computer. It was designed to  run under the System 360 
monitor system a t  NASA Goddard Space Flight Center. Input data na-e read 
from card-to-tape ---- TAPE 5 ,  digital output is written on tape for print 
out ---- TAPE 6. The code cal ls  only standard library subroutines, such  
a s  transcendental functions. 
The code consis ts  of a main control program and thirty-seven subprograms, 
numbered from 1 to  38 . A subprogram glossary i s  given in  Appendix 1 , i n  
alphabetic name order, and a code FORTRAN punch card deck l ist ing in 
Appendix 11. Appendix 111 consis ts  of a sample input card deck l is t ingand 
Appendix IV of a program output listing corresponding to  the input given in  
Appendix 111: the  execution time for the sample data was  approximately five 
seconds (360/9 1) with compile and loading time being approximately 2 8  seconds,  
Although CUPED is written for the -360/91 i t  may be run on smaller 360 mach- 
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ines ,  down t o  a -360/50. I t  has tota l  byte length of l e s s  -2.05 x 10 
( the - 360 is 32 bit word third generation computer with 8 bits per byte) and 
thus a 'word' s i z e  of about 62k in the  vernacular of second generation com- 
puters. 
The logic and function of the  main program, referred to  a s  MAIN, and its 
subprograms a re  discussed in  Section 2.2, in some detai l .  Those subpro- 
grams not discussed a re  considered a s  being adequately described In either 
~ p ~ e n d i x . 1  or references (1) , (2) and ( 3 ) .  The user is a l so  referred to  those 
same references for the theoretical  bases  of code CUPED. The constants  
required by the  code are explained in Section 2 . 3 .  Reference t o  th is  Section 
will  allow the user  t o  make changes a s  necessary,  in for example, the  re- 
lat ionship of such  a s  t he  detector system photopeak resolution and pulse- 
height with photon energy. The code operation is d i scussed  in Section 3.1 
with spec ia l  reference t o  t he  various options available. The code input i s  
detailed in  Section 3 . 2 ,  and the  output i s  defined in  Section 3.3. FORTRAN 
narnes and variables are shown capital ized in what follows, with 'zero'  and 
'oh'  thus:  0,  @. 
2 . 2  CODELOGIC 
2 . 2 . 1 .  MAIN PROGRAM 
The main program was  designed to  execute data input and output operations,  
many of them under init ial ly input option s igna ls ,  and provide the  control 
connectivity for the hierarchy of thirty-eight subprograms presented in Figure 1. 
Figure 2 shows a simplified flow diagram of the  main program. Program MAIN 
ca l l s  subprograms: 
SHAPE @MITS DEC GANE SINGLE 
S@LN DECAY G E ~ M T R  ENLIN XTAL 
C,,':nrogram SHAPE i s  cal led by MAIN to  generate and return the  detector system 
response matrix and the  assoc ia ted  vectors relating pulse-height t o  photon 
energy. It a l s o  returns a vector of photopeak-area-to-total-spectrum-area 
ra t ios ,  i. e .  experimental photofractions , for code check purposes. Under 
control of an input option s ignal ,  the  matrix and i ts  assoc ia ted  vectors may 
be read a s  a card deck,  ins tead of generated. For rhe annlysis  of m<n\ 
of unknown spectra one response matrix may be applicable,  and  t h~l t  1 k 3 +  
main program includes an option to  bypass both the call ing of SHAPL and the  
input of a matrix card deck.  For similar reasons an option i s  provided l o  
ca l l  SHAPE to  generate a response matrix based on previously input  standard 
spectra . 
Input options allow either the  execution of MAIN t o  continue,  return t o  s tar t  
or ca l l  EXIT, after  the  call ing of SHAPE. Thus, for example, the  code may 
be run only for the  purpose of generating a response matrix. 
The code takes  advantage of the  fact  that  a ser ies  of input data cards for a s e t  
of unknown source spectra ,  may vary in  only one or two var iables ,  and s o  the  
remainder need not be repeated,  the unchanging variables being supplied 
through the  automatic call ing of subprogram @MITS by MAIN, 
Unknown spectra may be input t o  the  code in uninterrupted blocks of up to  
twenty spectra through the  call ing of subprogram DEC by MAIN. Since pulse- 
height analyzer background subtracted counts are normally recorded in a 
complement mode, i .  e .  a s  positive numbers, the  code converts them t o  true 
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negative numbers in subprogram DEC. A count greater than 9 x 10 is assumed 
t o  be in the  complement mode. 
MAIN is coded to  subtract background spectra from source-plus-background 
spectra under an input option control s ignal .  This option allows the sub- 
traction or addition, of a fraction or multiple of a background spectrum. It 
further allows the  continued reuse ,  a s  desired, of a previously stored back- 
ground spectrum, and of course the  addition of similar spectra i f  th is  i s  the  
requirement of the  :IS era 
'I'he et1zrqy correspondence of an unknown spectrum t o  the  response function 
matrix i s  matched through MAIN call ing subprogram GANE . Subprogram 
GWNE returns the  unknown spectrum to  the  main program after  normalization 
"Lo  pulse-height analyzer true zero pulse-height and gain changing such  that  
channel width corresponds t o  that  of the  response matrix. 
Additional automated modification of an unknown spectrum may be optionally 
carried out by the code,  namely: 
(a) t he  counts in the  first n 'dead' channels of t he  spectrum may be re- 
placed with either t he  count stored in  channel n + 1 or counts deter- 
milied by a straight l ine function of specified slope; and/or 
(b) t he  counts between specified limiting channels may be replaced by 
counts determined by a straight line function of specif ied s lope .  
Item (a) allows the  user  t o  make judgments with respect  t o  the  first few percent 
of the spectrum which is often either suspect  or actually electronically dis-  
torted.  Item (b) allows the  removal of a known spurious peak, e t c .  in order 
t o  allow more meaningful subsequent ana lys i s .  
At th is  point in the  main program on both the  f i rs t  and subsequent loops,  t h e  
response matrix i s  stored,  and an unknown pulse-height analyzer spectrum is 
ready for analysis  and conversion t o  a photon number spectrum. According 
t o  an input option s ignal  the  code i s  instructed that  the  unknown spectrum is 
either a pure continuum or a specified number of monoenergetic spectra 
" super-imposed" on a continuous spectrum. If the  input option indicates 
the presence of superimposed monoenergetic spectra and if either their l ine  
energies and/or photopeak ta i l  channel limits a r e  input,  MAIN ca l l s  sub- 
program SINGLE: prior to  calling subprogram S@LN to  carry out iterative 
~rnkoldiazg of the continuum. 
Subprogram SINGLE is called by MAIN to  analyze the  p h o t ~ p e a k s  indicated 
by the input options for the monoenergetic components of the unknown 
spectrum. Gaussian distributions are  fitted to  each photopeak 2nd the  a s soc -  
iated Compton continua are  determined by SINGLE calling subprogram SHAPE 
and the  corresponding line photon numbers calculated.  In th is  manner the  
monoenergetic spectra l  components are  established in turn and subtracted,  i .  e .  
s tr ipped,  from the  unknown spectrum to  leave  a residual continuum spectrum. 
The residual spectrum is returned t o  MAIN for subsequent analysis  and unfold- 
ing. The monoenergetic photon numbers thus obtained a re  added to  the  residual 
photon number spectrum determined later  by unfolding, t o  give the  total  photon 
number spectrum corresponding to  the  input pulse-height analyzer spectrum. 
Before calling subprogram S ~ L N  the code t e s t s  certain input options (M ( l o ) ,  M (1 1) , 
(M(12), t o  determine the users  specia l  requirements, three of t he se  a r e ,  namely: 
(a) i s  unknown spectrum to  be corrected for non-linear energy response 
by calling subprogram ENLIN prior to  or during unfolding?; 
(b) i s  unknown spectrum to  be corrected for detection efficiency by call-  
ing subprogram XTAL prior to  gain changing, (eg. from 200 to  30 
channels)  and before unfolding or a f te r? ;  or 
(c) i s  unknown spectrum to be  actually unfolded? 
Item (a) al lows the  user to  make decisions with respect  t o  the effects of the  
linearity correction. Item (b) allows the user t o  make decisions with respec t  
t o  efficiency correction effects and accuracies .  Item (c) allows the user  to  
make decis ions  with respect  to  such a s  the  significance of actually carrying 
1 4 7  
out the unfolding procedure on a low energy spectrum such a s  that  of Pm 
The optional linearizing of unknown spectra causes  the code (subprogram 
SHAPE) to  automatically l inearize standard spectra and generate a l inear res -  
ponse matrix. The above options and a l l  o thers ,  are  defined in more de ta i l  
in  Section 3 . 2 .  The called subprograms SHAPE, ENLIN , SINGLE, XTAL , S@LN 
-7-  
and GEOMTR are  discussed further in Subsections 2 . 2 . 2  through 2.2.7.  
The code corrects unknown spectra for the non-linear energy response of 
NaI(T1) either during the unfolding process or i f  according t o  an input option 
th i s  process is by-passed, by the  call ing of subprogram ENLIN prior t o  un- 
folding. Subprogram ENLII\T returns an energy linearized spectrum to  MAIN 
which may be subsequently corrected for other phenomena. 
At this  point in the main program on both the first and subsequent loops,  un- 
known spectra are considered a s  prepared for unfolding, and thus ,  they and 
the  response matrix are communicated t o  subprogram S@LN. This subprogram 
is called by MAIN t o  control the iterative unfolding process according t o  the  
Scofield method (2 1 4 1 5) and t o  apply efficiency corrections. It returns t he  
corrected photon number spectrum t o  the main program. 
The main program cal ls  subprogram DECAY to  determine the primary source 
decay factor. Subprogram DECAY returns a correction factor by which the  
number spectrum is later multiplied. The call ing of subprogram DECAY may be 
optionally bypassed,  in which c a s e  the multiplying factor is assumed a s  unity. 
Subprogram GE@MTR is cal led by the  main program t o  apply the decay correction 
factor,  carry out geometrical corrections, compute the final  differential and 
integral photon number and energy distributions, and exposure dose.  
Subprogram GE@MTR returns the final results  t o  the main program for output, 
after which the code loops back along either paths 1, 2 ,  or 3 ,  a s  shown in 
Figure 2 .  The code loops back along path 1 primarily t o  read new data pertain- 
ing either t o  the  response matrix or to the control options or both. The code 
loops back along path 2 t o  read new data pertaining either t o  the  unknown source 
or i f  the maximum number of allowable passes  (twenty) along path 3 have been 
equaled; the  second reason is dictated by either code DIMENSION or computer 
finite capacity.  The code loops back along path 3 to  read a new unknown 
s pectmm . 
2.2.2  RESPONSE FUNCTION MATRX 
2 .2 .2  .1 Response Matrix Generation 
The detector system response function matrix i s  generated under the control 
of subprogram SHAPE. The subprograms called by SHAPE are those shown in 
Figure 3 ,  namely 
GANE RESGEN TA TE 
PULSE RAXEL PEAKS PEEK 
P ~ L A T E :  VETCMX 
c @M PLX EN UN 
The main program supplies SHAPE with a number of control parameters, and 
three variables.  SHAPE begins execution by input of a card deck of spectra of 
standard radioisotopes. The number of such spectra is  equal to  NSTAND, where 
NSTAND 9 .  This card deck is preceded by one parameter card containing 
information regarding the number of spectra in the deck (NSTAND); the number 
of "dead" or unused channels a t  the low energy end of each spectrum (NPHA); 
the  number of channels in the  input standards (NXLIM); and the pulse-height 
analyzer reference coarse gain a t  which they were measured (UNGAIN). The 
parameter card i s  followed by a s e t  of NSTAND cards ,  each pertaining t o  and 
in the same order a s  the spectra to  which they refer. These cards contain the 
source identity, data regarding peak approximate locations and the deviation of 
the spectrum from true zero pulse-height, i. e .  the  - + normalizing spectrum 
shift  required. A typical card deck is shown in Figure 4.  (Further detai ls  are 
referred t o  Section 3) 
The standard spectra allowed by the code must have been measured from the 
following radioisotope sources: 
2 2 The order in which they are input t o  the code i s  immaterial excepting that  Na 
, 
65 2 4 Zn , c o 6 *  and Na must be input in the above order. The  user  may employ 
sources not shown above by an  obvious modification of the DATA statements in 
subprogram SHAPE (located a t  subprogram statement numbers 9000 + 7 and +8), 
s o  long a s  such sources are monoenergetic and do not contain an  0.51 MeV 
energy- photon line . For example, suitable alternate spectra might be either 
those originating from A U " ~  and f 1 8  sources ,  or a s  hand prepared. Multipeak 
potential standard spectra may be prepared By treating them first  a s  an  unknown 
and using CUPED t o  determine components. 
According to  an input option and after the first  ca l l ,  calling of SHAPE allows 
the by-passing of input of standard spectra.  This allows the code to  generate 
a response matrix based on already stored and normalized standard spectra.  
Similarly subprogram SINGLE cal ls  SHAPE t o  determine Compton continua based 
on already stored current standard spectra.  
After spectral  data is input t o  SHAPE, counts in the  complement mode a r e  
converted to  their true negative value. The spectra are  shifted to  true-zero 
pulse-height by the calling of subprogram GANE. Their order of input is 
established prior to  the  calling of subprogram RESGEN for spectral normalization. 
The standard spectra may a l s o  be corrected for non-linear energy response in 
accord with a n  input-option (M(14)) if  the unknown is t o  be similarly treated; 
th i s  is a s  described in Sections 2 . 2 . 1  and 3.2.  
Subprogram RESGEN is called by subprogram SHAPE to  normalize the single- 
2 2  6 5 photopeak and Na and Zn standard spectra with respect to  photopeak 
area and pulse-height; photopeaks and source-characteristic X-ray peaks are  
6 0 2 4 
subtracted. The multipeak spectra of Co and Na are  normalized later by 
the calling of subprogram C ~ M P L X .  The residual spectra thus determined by 
RESGEN cons is t  of Compton continua characterist ic of the  primary photon energy. 
The X-ray peaks a re  subtracted s ince  they are  not representative of the primary 
photon energy but rather of the source. The 0.51 MeV component photopeaks 
and their Compton continua are subtracted for the  same reason. Figure 5 shows 
a typical s e t  of spectral  continua a s  normalized by subprogram RESGEN for 
SHAPE; the 1 .17  MeV continuum determined by CaMPLX is included in this  figure. 
The logic of subprogram RESGEN is described in section 2 . 2 . 2 . 2 .  
Subprogram WESGEN returns the normalized differential staandaid Csrnpton 
distributions to subprogram SHAPE. These distributions are re-ordered with 
respect t o  the ascending order of primary photon energy, prior to t h e  r~ormal- 
ization of the multipeak standard spectra by C@Q)MPLX. Subprogram SHAPE ca l l s  
subprogram CGMPLX t o  determine normalized standard continua a t e i t h e r  
2 4 1 .33  and/or 2.76 MeV using the co60  and Na standards,  a s  described in 
section 2.2.2; the already described normalized Compton continua 
are  required by C(Z/MPLX for this analysis .  The energy ordered normalized 
continua are  interpolated quadratically with respect t o  the  energy axis  of the  
desired response function matrix through subprogram SHAPE calling subprogram 
P ~ L A T E .  The result  of th i s  interpolation cons is t s  of N(corresponding to  matrix 
s ize)  Compton continuum vectors normalized to  unit photopeak area and pulse- 
height. Subprogram SINGLE cal ls  SHAPE to obtain interpolated normalized 
Compton continua a t  specific energies a s  described in this paragraph. 
The Gaussian photopeaks plus iodine K X-ray escape  peaks of unit (total) area 
and a t  unit pulse-height (photopeak) are  added to  the differential Compton 
continua t o  give N (matrix s ize)  complete spectra.  The peaks are  computed 
through SHAPE calling subprogram PEAKS which in turn cal ls  GAUSS, which 
ca l l s  PEEK. The Gaussian photopeak photon energy dependent standard 
deviation a (E) ,  i s  computed here from an expression of the type 
where 
k and n a r e  (presently) user-determined either by a regression 
analysis  or by a plot of a (E) on log-log graph paper to 
obtain the slope n and the intercept k (at E = 1 .0  keV). 
The energy dependent K X-ray escape fraction i s  computed by calling function 
RAXEL, which interpolates a stored table of escape  fractions described in 
Section 2 , 3 .  
The N determined unit length differential spectra are  redistributed in pulse- 
height linearly or non-linearly in accord with the option chosen. The 
redistribution i s  obtained through SHAPE calling subprogram GANE. The 
non-linear pulse-heights a re  obtained by the calling of function subprogram 
PULSE, Linear pulse-heights a re  determined i f  the standards were linearized 
by subprogram ENLIN. 
At this point in the subprogram SHAPE execution, a response function matrix 
has been determined. This matrix and i t s  corresponding vectors for pulse- 
height, photon energy and photofraction a re  returned to  the main program. 
Figure 6 compares the photofractions of the response matrix vectors deter- 
mined by SHAPE with actual  experimental values separately determined for the 
standard source spectra.  
2.2.2.2 Spectrum Normalization 
Subprogram RESGEN normalizes the standard spectra input t o  SHAPE. This 
subprogram begins execution by carrying out necessary intializations . In 
6 5 2 2  
the  event that an 0.51 MeV spectrum either Zn and/or Na have 
been included in the  input standard spectra ,  they a re  a l so  stored in dummy 
vectors for later 0 .5  1 MeV component subtraction. SHAPE ca l l s  control 
subprogram C ~ B A L T ,  which in turn cal ls  subprogram STDFIT , t o  carry 
65 
out a Gaussian f i t  t o  the primary . . and 0.51 MeV (of ~a~~ and Zn ) 
spectral  photopeaks. Subprogram STDFIT cal ls  subprogram GUESS to  es- 
timate the  necessary init ial  values of the  five function parameters: straight - 
l ine  slope and intercept, Gaussian photopeak standard deviation,  area and 
mean pulse-height. Subprogram STDFIT returns the parameters of the fitted 
photopeaks to subprogram RESGEN. 
Subprogram RESGEN uses  the  determined photopeak parameters t o  carry out 
normalization and t o  subtract the photopeaks from the standard spectra .  In 
addition t o  photopeak subtraction, a siabtraction of the charac'ceuls LI c X--.d 
peaks i s  carried out in the c a s e  of those spectra where they occur, 'j727e 
8 5 0.51 MeV photopeak and continuum of Sr , if i t  has  been input ,  js ernp't~yed 
22 6 5 to  subtract the 0 ,51  MeV spectrum contribution of Na and/or Zn This  
operation requires both count and pulse-height gain norrnalrza.c~on, the gain 
normalization being carried out through the calling of subprogram GASVE. 
The residual Compton continua are  gain normalized to a photopeak pulse- 
height of 100 channels by the  calling of subprogram GANE and count normalized 
to unit photopeak area by a division operation. The iodine K X-ray escape  peak 
i s  subtracted for the ca se  of primary photon energies l e s s  than 300 keV by 
the calling of RAXEL. The resulting residual normalized continua are checked 
for negative count values ,  which are  replaced by zero,  and returned to the 
calling subprogram SHAPE. The fitted photopeak parameters are  a l so  returned to 
subprogram SHAPE. 
2 .2 .2 .3  Multipeak Standard Spectrum Analysis 
Subprogram CC~MPLX, called by SHAPE, separates the components of the  
6 0 
multipeak spectra of Co and ~a~~ It cal ls  subprogram C ~ B A L T  to  determine 
the photopeak parameters and to  subtract the  photopeaks. It ca l l s  subprogram 
PaLATE to  either interpolate or extrapolate a normalized Compton continuum 
from the already prepared monoenergetic standards for the 1 .17 MeV energy 
6 0 
component in the  c a s e  of Co and the 1.368 MeV component in the c a s e  of 
24 2 2  
Na . If the  standards included Na then an extrapolation i s  only required 
24 for the Na ana lys i s .  The interpolated or extrapolated continuum i s  modified 
using the photopeak fitted parameters t o  determine a continuum which i s  
6 0 2 4 
subtracted from the Co or Na continua,  a s  the ca se  may be,  to  leave a 
residual 1 . 3 3  MeV or 2.754 MeV continuum. The residual continua s o  found 
are  then normalized and included as  additional members of the  prevjously 
determined se t  of standards.  Figure 6 shows an example 1 33 MeV photofactj on 
24 
abtained by the code,  Ni.a standard spectra measured in the geometry of the  
other ~"iandards were not available for similar comparison. 
2,2.2,4 Compton Continuum Interpolation 
Subprogram PBWTE quadratically interpolates or extrapolates normalized 
Compton continua. It i s  called by SHAPE for response matrix vector generation 
purposes and by CCZ/MPLX for multipeak standard spectrum analysis.  Actual 
interpolation i s  performed in function subprogram TE. 
For energies l e s s  than 0.661 6 MeV, the interpolation i s  carried out directly 
on the differential standard continua. The interpolation assumes reasonably 
that a t  zero energy, the channel counts are  a l so  zero. For energies greater 
than 0.661 6 MeV, a 'method of parts'  was developed. This method divides the  
continuum into three characteristic regions: A )  zero energy to  backscatter 
peak, B )  backscatter peak to  Compton edge,  and C) Compton edge to  photo- 
peak mean pulse-height. The mutual boundary of each region i s  overlapped 
for continuity reasons.  The dashed curves in Figure 5 indicates the regional 
boundaries. 
Prior to  interpolation (or extrapolation) the  three regions are  aligned such 
that the regional boundaries on which the backscatter peaks and Compton 
edges l ie would be vertical and straight if shown in Figure 5 , e. g. backscatter 
peaks normalized with respect to pulse-height. Alignment i s  carried out with 
respect t o  the continuum of highest energy in the s e t  of three standards in 
the quadratic, and by the calling of subprogram GANE. The three interpolated 
components, A ,  B, and C , are  unaligned by gain changing to  obtain the desired 
continuum. The pulse-height axis  direction of Region C i s  reversed for conven- 
ience during the whole operation, i , e ,  zero pulse-height i s  taken a t  the photo- 
peak  rnearr pulse-height. The central portion of Region B i s  determined by a 
direct interpolation of the standard continua. An empirically modified form of 
the Compton angular-energy equation i s  used to  aid in automatically locating 
the Compton edges and backscatter peaks. 
PGLATE returns the interpolated Compton continuum to the calling program. 
2 . 2 . 3  Energy Response Correction 
Subprogram ENLIN i s  called by MAIN and SHYAPE according to  an input t o  
correct pulse-height analyzer spectra for the non-linear response of the NaI(T1) 
scinti l lat ion spectrometer sys  tem to gamma photon energy. The logic of 
subprogram ENLIN is described in  this section.  
The main program supplies ENLIN with a number of control parameters and 
four variables.  The variables a r e ,  namely: 
a .  The number of channels in the spectrum to be 
linearized (NX) , 
b. The counts in  the spectrum to be  linearized 
(FM(I)) 1 
c. The energy a t  which the spectrum was  calibrated 
(EG) , and 
d . The measured pulse-height corresponding t o  the 
calibration energy (VG) . 
For the s ake  of discussion in this  section the above input to ENLIN will 
be referred to a s  n ,  C i ,  Em and V A ,  respectively. 
Subprogram ENLIN begins execution by defining the linear response s lope ,  
or channel energy worth g a s  
where 
v = v;n/ (1 + avm (E,)) 
and 
aVm (Em) is the  fractional deviation of pulse-height from a l inear 
response for energy E m ,  a s  determined by ENLIN calling subprogram 
PULSE; a V  is further discussed i n  Section 2.3.  The linear response 
i s  normalized a t  energies E = 0 and 1.3325 MeV. 
The non-linear channel energy worth of channel i , is Vi  - V;-l 
where 
and 
With the above relationships established the linear response count in 
channel i ,  Ci ,  may be determined a s  
Ci = C '  i ' (Vi  - v ~ - ~ ) / ( V ~  - Viml) 
where the denominator i s  equal t o  one channel. 
2 .2 .4  Analysis of Monoenergetic Spectral Contributions 
Subprogram SINGLE is called by MAIN according to  a n  input option to  ana lyze  
photopeaks and their associated Compton continua, in  complex spectra l  d i s -  
tributions. Subprogram SINGLE will  f i t  a 's ingle or double Gaussian plus 
straight l ine '  function to the photopeaks of a multipeak PI34 spectrum. It 
will  subtract  the  fitted photopeaks and their associated continua t o  l eave  
a residual continuous spectrum. In the  c a s e  of a 'no-bremsstrahlung" 
complex PHA spectrum the residual will  ideal ly ,  have zero intensity.  
The code CUPED user may input either the energy of the  photopeaks t o  be  
fitted in  SINGLE or al ternately the  photopeak fitting limits (channel numbers). 
In the event  that  the energies of only certain peaks  are known they may be 
input, while the remainder may be defined by fitting l imits.  The choice of 
energy order of monoenergetic peak analysis  and spectral  stripping i s  lef t  
t o  the  user; the  code permits a mixed order t o  be chosen.  
In addition to fitting and subtracting the monoenergetic components of a n  
unknown spectrum, SINGLE determines their corresponding efficiency- 
corrected detector-incident photon number. The thus determined photon 
number may be optionally, either added to  the bremsstrahlung photon number 
determined by later  unfolding or diverted for separate output. In th is  way  
the separated radiations can  be s tudied,  eg .  bremsstrahlung ana lyses  may 
be carried out even though the  subject  source emits monoenergetic photons. 
Although SINGLE is designed primarily for single or double (merged) photo- 
peaks , i t  may be applied t o  x-ray peaks with a reasonable degree of accuracy.  
For x-ray peak analysis  a single Gaussian wi l l  give a n  approximate resu l t .  
The fitting of a double Gaussian requires that the  peak have good counting 
s ta t i s t i cs  and thus be  'well '  formed. Alternately, a n  x-ray peak may be  
analyzed approximately by the  iterative unfolding procedure under the  con- 
trol of subprogram sGLN. It i s  noted that the  i terative unfolding convergence 
ra te  i s  generally slower in spectra containing prominent residual peaks.  
Subprogram SINGLE begins execution by determining whether the  photopeak 
fitting limits have been input to MAIN by the user or whether they are  t o  be  
determined. In the  event that they a re  to be determined, SINGLE begins 
execution by estimating their channel locations based on the peak input 
energies .  It f irst  es tab l i shes  the approximate channel region of the  photo- 
peak. It then ascer ta ins  i t  more accurately for the  approximated channel 
region by calling subprogram VECTMX t o  es tab l i sh  the channel of maximum 
count. The fitting limits a re  determined a s  a function of the photon energy 
dependent standard deviation.  A check i s  made to ensure that the limits 
a r e  within the spectrum and that  their domains t o  not overlap each  other.  
With the fitting limits es tabl ished,  a single or double Gaussian distribution 
is fitted t o  each photopeak in  turn. Actual photopeak function fitting is 
carried out by the call ing of subprogram STDFIT for single peaks and STDFT2 
for double peaks.  Although subprogram STDFT2 is capable of carrying out 
the fitting of a single peak and s o  leaving STDFIT redundant, i t  i s  not re-  
quired to  do  s o  because of the other code CUPED changes that  would be  
necessary.  It is proposed that  those modifications be considered a s  future 
work. Subprograms STDFIT and STDFT2 return fitted photopeak parameters 
to SINGLE. 
The Compton continuum associated with each photopeak is determined by 
call ing subprogram SHAPE, which returns a n  interpolated continuum normalized 
with respect  t o  a photopeak of unit area and pulse-height (100 channels) .  The 
continuum i s  then scaled and gain changed according to  the peak area and 
pulse-height determined by STDFIT or (STDFT2) . 
Gain changing i s  carried out through SINGLE calling subprogram GANE. The 
photopeak and Compton continuum are then subtracted from the unknown 
spectrum for each monoenergetic spectral  component in  turn to  finally leave 
a bremsstrahlung continuum residual spectrum. If no bremsstrakilung or 
other continuous contribution was  present in the unknown, then ideally 
a zero spectrum wil l  resul t .  
Prior to returning the  residual continua t o  MAIN for iterative unfolding, 
SINGLE determines the photon number corresponding to  each  monoenergetic 
spectral  component. This is done by computing the  photofraction, P(E) , the 
detector interaction efficiency,  c(E) , and the attenuation term for detector 
cladding,  a i r  and lucite material interposed between the source and Nal(T1) 
c rys ta l ,  ?l(E), a l l  a s  outlined in reference (2) . The photon number is then 
determined from the relationship: 
N (E) = 
P(E) * E (El * 7)(E) I 
The corrections noted a re  carried out by subprogram SINGLE calling sub- 
program XTAL. N(E) is returned to MAIN either to be  added to the  iteratively 
unfolded continuum number spectrum or to  be  output separately.  
Figure 7 shows a PHA spectrum of Pu02 before and after ana lys i s  by sub- 
program SINGLE. 
2 .2 .5  Spectral Unfolding 
The reduction of pulse-height analyzer continuous spectra t o  photon number 
spectra and the application of efficiency corrections are  carried out under 
the  control of subprogram SOLN called by the main program. Subprogram 
S@LN begins execution by carrying out certain init ial izations after  which 
i t  ca l l s  subprogram RESMAT to  unfold the  pulse-height analyzer spectra 
according to the  Scofield method '485' The number spectra returned by sub- 
program RESMAT are  corrected for efficiency by S@LN calling XTAL. The 
thus corrected number spectra are  returned to MAIN. The remainder of th is  
sect ion descr ibes  the logic of the unfolding subprogram RESMAT and of the  
efficiency vector subprogram XTAL , EFFIC , AIRABS , PERSPX and CLAD. 
Subprogram RESMEbT unfolds the pulse-height analyzer spectra by solving 
the  matrix equation (in matrix notation) 
4 4 
where P and N' a re  the  m-dimensional vectors of the  PHA spectrum and the 
- 
efficiency uncorrected photon number spectrum, respectively,  and R i s  
the m x m square response function matrix. Equation (8) i s  formally solved 
- - 
-- 1 
where R is non-singular and R i s  i t s  inverse .  Subprogram RESMAT exe- 
cutes equation (9) iteratively according to  the  Scofield method (4,5) . Figure 
'8 shows a flow diagram of the iterative algorithm coded in  subprogram 
RESMAT . Further deta i ls  a re  referred to  references (1-3). 
The efficiency corrected photon number spectrum N,  is determined from 
equation (9) , a s  
- 
 
where 77 is a diagonal efficiency matrix accounting for interaction efficiency 
and photon attenuation by detector cladding,  air  and lucite materials inter- 
posed between the  source and the  crystal .  Subprogram S@LN ca l l s  sub- 
program XTAL which in  turn cal ls  function subprograms EFFIC, CLAD, AIaABS 
- 
and PERSPX, to  determine 7 .  S@LN then executes  equation (10) and returns 
the  determined photon number spectrum to  MAIN. Figure 9 shows a typical 
-4 4 
spectrum before (P) and after (Nj unfolding. 
2.2.6  Analysis of Unfolded Spectra 
Subprogram GE(2IMTR i s  called hy to  carry out a final analysis on 
the unfolded photon number spectra .  The spectra are  corrected for pri- 
mary source decay and converted by GE@MTR to  differential p h ~ t ~ n  number 
flux a t  the detector per unit t ime, Nx(E) , (coded a s  FNXTALJ , a s  
Nx (El = 2 , ?/cm s e c  
where 
Rx = NaI(T1) crystal  radius ,  c m .  
The differential energy flux incident on the crystal  per unit time, I (E) , 
X 
(codes a s  ENXTAL) , is determined a s  
2 I, (E) = Nx (E) E , MeV/cm s e c  
The energy integrated exposure dose  ra te  a t  the crysta l ,  D ,  (coded a s  
DOSDET) , is determined a s  
where 
2 
pair (E) = energy mass absorption coefficient of a i r ,  c m  /gm 
K = conversion constant 
= 3600/5.24 x l o 7 ,  (roentgens-second-grn air)/ 
MeV-hour 
The integration in equation (13) is carried out numerically by GE~JMTR, 
a s  
i=l 
The energy integrated photon number and photon energy f lux  a t  the  c rys ta l  
is determined by integrat ing Nx (E) and I, (E) over E ,  (coded a s  SUMNUM 
and SUMENY): t h e  uni ts  a r e  y/cm2-sec and ~ e v / c r n ' - s e c .  The following 
tabulated data  a r e  a l s o  determined by subprogram GE(2IMTR for output by 
the  ca l l ing  main program: 
FORTlGiN NAME DEFINITION & UNITS 
(AT THE CRYSTAL) 
AVENGY average  energy,  MeV 
integrated photon number 
f lux per be ta  source  s t r eng th ,  
(?/cm2 -sec) /~/sec) /MeV;  
(N defined below) * B 
integrated energy f lux per 
E 
Pmax beta  maximum energy ,  (MeV/ 
c m 2 - s e c ) / ~ e ~ ;  (E defined 
below) Pmax 
c N(E) * AE integrated energy f lux  per e t a  
Nfi source  s t r eng th ,  (MeV/cm B 
-sec)/(p/sec) 
PHENBE 
DOXBEX D/Np d o s e  r a t e  per be ta  source  
strength , (r/hr) /(p/sec) ; 
(D defined in  equat ion  (1 3 ) )  . 
(AT THE BETA SOURCE CYLINDER) 
d o s e  r a t e  rser be ta  source  
s t r eng th ,  (r/hr) /(p/sec) ; (G 
defined below) 
*Beta, N and E a r e  used  i n  th i s  sec t ion  b e c a u s e  of ear l ie r  bremsstrahling 
PA ',ax 
a n a l y s e s ;  gamma (v) may b e  conceptual ly  subs t i tu ted .  
DCWOL DOSCB Source Volume ,dose ra te  per beta source 
strength per cm3 of source 
volume, = D O S C & / C ~ ~  
where 
E -  maxjmum beta (or chosen Y )  energy in MeV 
Bmax 
- 
 EBMAX of card@of report sect ion 3.2* 
N - B number of source emitted betas or Y 'S  per unit time 
- 
 (SBETA of card@of report section 3 . 2 )  6 3.7 x 1 0 l 0 .  ** 
and 
where 
% = solid-angle subtended by the crystal  a t  the  source geometric center. 
C2 = total solid-angle a t  the source = 4 n steradian 
r = source to  crystal  distance 
Subprogram GEgMTR returns a l l  of the  above data t o  the main program for 
output. 
* if not meaningful t o  code use r ,  then input a s ,  EBMAX = 1 .0  
10 
** i f  not meaningful to  code use r ,  then input a s ,  SBETA = 1.0/(3.7 x 10 ) , 
2 .3  Code Constants  
In th i s  sec t ion  the  origin and meaning of certain constants  coded into 
CUPED, a r e  d i s cus sed .  A l l  a t tenuation coefficients  used were  those  given 
i n  references (9-13). The d i scuss ion  is carried through in  alpha- 
bet ic  order of subprograms, except  for General  Discuss ion and MAIN which 
a re  presented first.  Certain subprograms require no discuss ion.  
General  Discussion:  Certain constant  va lues  appear periodically throughout 
CUPED. The va lues  2.35482, 2354.82, 0.3989423 and 1 .065 a re  Gauss ian  
or normal distribution  ons st ants''^) . The va lue  2.54 is for conversion from 
cm to  i nches .  The va lues  60 (minutes/hr and seconds/min) and 1440 (min- 
utes/day) a r e  c lock time conversion cons tan t s .  The va lues  0.5 109 7, 0.5 14 ,  
1 .173 ,  1 .332 ,  1 .368 ,  and 2.754 a r e  radioisotope peak energy values  (15) in 
+ 8 5 24 2 4 
MeV, for f3 , Sr , c o 6 0  , , Na , Na . Other va lues  a r e  e i ther  
obvious or cons tan t s  unique to  code logic  except  a s  explained below. 
MAIN: Certain constants  required by CUPED subprograms a r e  coded i n  MAIN 
and communicated by C@MM@N/CNSTNT/. The constant  T 30 = 30 .48  is 
source-to-crystal d i s tance  in  cm for u s e  by t he  code in ins tances  where  
i t  (DOST(I)) is omitted from input. The constant  T 75 = 0.75 is the  coded 
th ickness  of Lucite absorber in  cm2/gm; presently not coded for inpu t ,  
though i t  may e a s i l y  be .  The constants  T 20 = 20.0 ,  T 50 = 50 .0 ,  T 01 = 
.0001,  T 3 8 = 3 . 8 1  a n d T  76 = 7 . 6 2  a r e u s e d  by t h e c o d e  if input (@N, 
HITMAX ,EPS ,RX,H) left blank; th i s  is d i scussed  in  Section 3.2.  The con- 
s t an t  T 1293 = 0.001293 is the  dens i ty  of a i r  coded for subprogram AIRABS. 
The cons tan t s  T 90 = 900000, and T 1000000. a r e  used  by subprograms DEC 
and SHAPE for checking for spect ra l  counts i n  the  complement mode. The 
cons tan t ,  T 366 = 3.671 is the  densi ty  of NaI(T1) i n  gm/cc. The cons tan t ,  
T 3316 = 0 ,03316 ,  is the  energy of the K electron she l l  absorption edge  for 
- 6 iodine in NaI(T1) , in  MeV. The constant T 06 = 10 is a n  integration criterion 
for subprogram SIMPSN. The constants T 321 = ,321 and T 7677 = .7679 a re  
k and n of Equation (1). The constant T 285 = 6.6285 is the energy of the  
NaI(T1) iodine k x-ray i n  MeV. The constants associated with UT at s ta te -  
ment numbers 40 to  47 a re  explained in Section 3 .2 .  The constant 3 .7  E + 10 
a t  statement number 128 + 1 is the conversion factor for Curies to disinte- 
grations/second . 
AIRABS: The mass absorption coefficients of air  are given in the DATA state-  
2 
ment in  cm /gm. The coefficients include coherent scattering. They a re  
multiplied by the density of a i r  (T 1293) i n  gm/cc to  give output units in  
CLAD: The attenuation factors (a fraction) of the detector cladding material 
a r e  given in the DATA statement. They were determined for the following 
material composition and thickness 





Aluminum Oxide 6 7 
and the expression 
-p(E) . Thickness 
"Factor" = e 
where 
@(E) is the material weighted mass absorption coefficient. 
the energy mass absorption coefficients for air  a re  given in t he  DATA 





EFFIC: The total mass absorption coefficients are  given in the DATA s ta te -  
2 
ment in cm /gm; they do  not include coherent scattering. 
* The constant defined a s  CGNST has been already discussed for 
Equation (13) . 
PERSPX: The mass absorption coefficients for perspex (ie. Lucite) a re  
2 given in the  DATA statement in  cm /gm. 
SHAPE: The isotopic names and photopeak energies in  MeV of the allowed 
standard source spectra are  given in  the DATA statement located a t  sub- 
program statement number 9095 + 5.  
PULSE: The fractional deviations of pulse height a t  specific energies 
are  given in the DATA statement. They a re  based on a n  analysis  of experi- 
mentally measured standard source spectra whose photopeak energies a r e  
well  known. A step-by-step description of such a n  analysis  can  be found 
in reference (16). The deviation values coded in PULSE are  typical of the  
spectrometer system and not just characteristic of NaI(T1). 
RAXEL: The iodine K X-ray e scape  fractions derived from the equations of 
(17 ) Axel for parallel beam geometry and a s  modified in reference (18) a re  
given in the  DATA statement for energies up to 0.150 MeV. For incident 
photon energ ies  greater  than 0.150 MeV, the  fract ion is computed by 
RAXEL a s  
and  for E > 0 .5  MeV, a s  
11 
SIMPSN: The constant  TMAX = 2048.0 = 2 (f irst  execution statement)  is a 
criterion t o  s t o p  integration i n  the  event  of a non-convergence. 
STDFIT: The constant  EPS = .00001 (a t  s ta tement  100 - 3) , is the  f i t t ing  
criterion for the  s ing le  peak non-linear regress ion.  The constant  NI = 1 0  
is a stopping cri ter ion for non-linear regress ion i n  the  event  of a non- 
convergence.  
STDFTZ: Cons tan t s  EPS and NI (first and second statements)  a r e  a s  for 
STDFIT , for double peak f i t t ing.  
3 CODE OPERATING INFORMATION 
3 , l  GENERAL 
Code CUPED i s  written in FORTRAN-IV for the IBM-360/91. It may b e  run 
on any IBM-360 with sufficient core s i z e ,  ie. the  present version requires 
205,000 bytes ,  (4 bytes/word). There a re  no Sense Switch or special  tape 
requirements. Input formats are  standard FORTRAN-IV , a s  given in  any  
IBM or CDC Fortran manual; the code has  been designed with a view to  
e a s e  of translation for u s e  on other than IBM computers. Input/output 
tapes  a r e  presently coded a s  LI and LO equal to 5 and 6 ,  respectively,  
a t  the  beginning of MAIN (statement 19181 + 2 and + 3) . A code l ist ing 
i s  given in Appendix I1 . 
Figure 10 shows a general arrangement for the data input cards.  Input card 
de ta i l s ,  order, formats, restrictions and location a r e  given in Section 2 . 3 .  
Card numbers are  encircled and defined in  the order in  which they a re  read 
by the code. A sample input l ist ing is presented in  Appendix 111. 
The code CUPED input data card deck consis ts  of thirteen (13) types of 
cards ,  referred to  a s  Card @ , Card @ , e t c .  If the  type requires more 
than a single card the reference is made to  Card Set 0. Card @ i s  a 
single card,  input only once.  Cards and @ a r e  single cards input 
a t  l eas t  once.  Card se t  @ (@ or @) is input a t  l e a s t  once in order to  
define the response matrix. If the  user only wishes  t o  generate a response 
matrix but not to apply i t  t o  any d a t a ,  then no further input is required. If 
the  matrix is to  be  applied to  analyze unknown spec t ra ,  further input i s  
required to  define the spectral  data and the  required ana lys i s .  
Card s e t  @ consis ts  of two cards which must be input t o  define parameters 
which a r e  common to  a l l  PHA spectra in  the  PHA spectral  data s e t  (card s e t @ ) ,  
eg.  source s i z e ,  counting t ime, source strength,  e t c .  Card s e t  a must 
b e  input t o  define parameters unique to  each PHA spectrum in the PEL.. 
spectral  data s e t ,  eg .  zero shift required, smoothing required or not ,  
source-to-detector d i s tance ,  energy calibration d a t a ,  e t c .  Card @ and 
card s e t s  @ through @ are  optional. Card s e t  @ consis ts  of the 
unknown PHA-s pectra t o  be  analyzed and their PHA-background -spectra.  
The code will  analyze spectra of up to 256 channels ,  although up to  512 
channels may be input and code gain-changed to  256 for ana lys i s .  
The optional cards are  a s  follows: Card @ is a single card to allow the 
user  to study the iterative unfolding convergence, ie . intermediate un- 
folding data is output. Card s e t  @ allows the user to  replace undesirable 
peaks ,  prominences or spurious spectral  counts with a straight-line shape.  
Card set @ allows the user to  load init ial  spectral  channels with a 
straight-line shape.  Card se t  0 sllows the user to  input the energy of 
photopeaks to  be analyzed. Card s e t  @ allows the user t o  input the 
channel region of photopeaks to  be  analyzed. The input of both card s e t  
0 and @ allows the user to  give the energy of certain peaks and the 
channel region of others. Card s e t  @ allows the user to  input energy 
a s  well  a s  channel domain for peaks,  in which c a s e  the code will  u se  
the input energy a s  opposed to  the code determined energy for such a s  
efficiency calculations.  This l a s t  is useful in  applications where a priori 
knowledge indicates that the  energy which the code would determine would 
be  too approximate . 
The input of channel number values must be  a s  recorded by the pulse-height 
analyzer.  The code will  change the input values  in accord with requested 
shifts  or gain changes. In Section 3.2,  'rounded-up'refers to the  k e x t  
highest integer value'  , i. e .  , 3 .7  rounded-up i s  4. The input order of card 
-29- 
s e t s  @ . @ . @ . 0 and @ must correspond to the spectra of card s e t  0 . 
The code ~ u t p u t  is reviewed in Section 3.3. Appendix IV is a sample output 
l ist ing.  It corresponds to sample input of Appendix 111. Debug type output 
may b e  obtained by input of M(8) = 8 on card @ . The user is cautioned with 
respect  t o  profusion of output under this  option - - - a trial using sample data 
is recommended f i rs t ,  
3.2 Card Input Details  








CASE 2-72 A 
(column 1 for 
printer control) 
(single card) 
PURPOSE OR USE 
Total number of spectra to  b e  
unfolded by a code run 
(= RUNS * @JS@ * number of 
times card @ t o  @ input) 
User ' s  problem description 
(alphanumeric) 
Signal for routing after response 
matrix generation 
> 0 CALL EXIT 
= 0 Continue 
< 0 Return to  READ card @ 
= 0 ,  u s e  existing response matrix 
0 ,  generate new response matrix 
using existing standard spectra 
If =l= 0. read card @ (i terative 
unfolding output signal) 
If =/= 0, read card @ (replace 
peak with straight line) 
If =k 0, read card @ (dead 
channel fill-in) 
If 0 ,  add photopeak contributions 
to iteratively unfolded continuous 
photon number, e l s e  separate  
Pf $ 0, SINGLE called for peak  
analysis  
NAME COLUMN FORMAT 
M (8) 22-24 13 Debugging output i f  $ 0 
M (9) 25-27 I3 If .(. 0 ,  the peaks analyzed by 
SINGLE a r e  corrected for source 
decay 
M (10) 28-30 I3 See Table I (routing option) 
M (11) 31-33 I3 See Table I (routing option) 
M (12) 34-36 I3 See Table I (routing option) 
M (13) 37-39 I3 If = 0,  output the  GANE reduced 
PHA spectrum prior to  unfolding 
M (14) 40-42 I3 If =l 0 ,  ENLIN called before entry 
t o  SINGLE (subsequent ENLIN ca l l  
by-passed) 
M (15) 43 -45 I3 If $: 0 ,  output the  iterative unfolding 
convergence differences 
M (16) 46-48 I3 If + 0 ,  do =correct for source 
decay,  i. e. , assume decay 
factor = 1.0  
M (17) 49-51 I3 If $ 0 ,  output the  PHA spectrum 
M (18) 52-54 I3 If $ 0 ,  by-pass final  resul t  compu- 
ta t ions ,  i . e. , by-pass GEejMTR 
NOTE: The choice of non-zero values required for M (1) is arbitrary, however, 
positive subscript  index values will  aid in identity, e. g .  , if M (7) +, 0 
then input a s  = 7; the user is cautioned that arbitrary negative va lues  
are  allowed for M (1 1) and M (1 2) in  accord with Table I .  
(single card; l a s t  5 variables usually blank) 
ELIMIT 1-10 F10.5 The energy s f  the  upper edge of 
the response matrix highest channel,  
(MeV) (CP-IANLS * EG(J)/VC( ); 






COLUMN FORMAT BESCRIPTON,. r;tJRPdSS@ :": r .2G 
-- ----- --- 
11 -20 F 1 0 . 5  Loop limit; numbcr of sets ~ I F  
source data card sets@ through 
@. except &$eCcre loopback 
to READ card-w a 
21-30 F10 .5  If < 0  READ a response matrix, 
(card s e t  @ 1 
= 0  u s e  already cornputed matrix isd;, 
> 0  generate new matrix; @ALL 
SHAPE. Choice of values 
a re  arbitrary, eg . -1,  and -1-1 . 
31-40 F 1 0 . 5  The s i ze  of the response matrix, 
i e .  number of channels; a l s ~  
the s i ze  of f inal  flux spec t ra ,  
5 4 0 . 0 .  
41-50 F 1 0 . 5  The maximum number of unfold- 
ing iterations; a n  even number 
such a s  5 0 . 0  un less  iterating 
input per M (3) required. ~ 1 0 0 . 0 .  
51-60 F 1 0 . 5  Convergence tolerance a t  which 
iteration will  c e a s e .  e g .  . 0002 .  
RX 61-66 F 6 . 4  Radius of NaI(T1) c rys ta l ,  cm. 
67-72 F6 .4  Cylindrical length of NaI(T1) 
crysta l ,  cm. 
NOTE: i f  @N zero (or blank) code s e t s  = 20 .  
i f  HITMAX Il ( ) II I1  = 5 0 ,  
if EPS I I ( > I I I I .0001  
if RX I I ( "  " 1 t t 11 3.83. c m .  (~1.5") 
if H I I ( ' I  1 I 1 I I 7 . 6 2  c m .  (=3") 
Card @ refers to a deck of cards of which two kinds a r e  al lowable.  
namely: @ or @ . 
Card s e t  @ will  be  input,  if @MM > 0; read by subprogram S W P E  and 
a response matrix generated. 
Card s e t  @ will  be input i f  @MM < 0; response matrix input to  program 
MAIN. 
Neither s e t  input i f  @MM = 0 ,  ie. a correct response matrix assumed 
a s  exis t ing in  storage.  
NAME COLUMN, 
(NPHA , NSJ I NFN;, NLSXJ, NFXJ and SHIFT a r e  defined i n  Figure (1  1) . 
(single card) (See  Figure 4) 
N STAND 1-5 I5  The number of standard source  
spect ra .  
6-10 I5 The count in the f i r s t  NPHA channels  
of e a c h  standard spectrum a r e  re- 
placed by the  count in channel  
NPHA + 1 ,  
11-15 I5 Number of channels  in a standard 
spectrum (5; 260) . 
U NGAIN 16-25 F10.5 The reference coa r s e  gain of the  
pulse-height analyzer .  U s e  1 . 0 ,  
2 . 0 ,  4 . 0 ,  8 . 0 ,  1 6 . 0 0 r 3 2 . 0  
(for future code extension) .  
(I= 1 to  NSTAND cards)  (See Figure 4) 
NSJ (I) 
NFNJ (1) 
i'd SXJ (I) 
ALABEL ( I ) ,  
BLABEL (I) 2 -6 2A 3 Standard source idenity . Must be  
one of CD109, SC47,  HG203, 
CR51, SR85, CS137, MN54, NB95, 
ZN65, NA22, C@6O or NA24 i n  
card f ield;  s e e  Section 2.2.2.1 
A Gaus sian-plus -straight-l ine 
function is f i t ted t o  standard 
spectra from channel  NSJ t o  NFNJ. 
A Gaus sian-plus -s traight-line 
function is fitted t o  standard 
spectra from channel  NSJ t o  NFNJ. 
X-ray peaks between c h  nnel  
NSXJ and NFXJ a r e  subtracted 
from standard spect ra ;  if NSXJ 
is negative the  0 .5  1 MeV spec -  
tra of ~a~~ and ~ 1 1 ~ ~  a r e  sub- 
tracted if they a r e  present  i n  
the standard deck providing Sr 8 5 
(or a subst i tu te  0 . 5 %  spectrum'] 
a l s o  ex i s t s  (-NEXJ and +NFXJ a r e  
.51 MeV peak channels  defining 
th is  E f t t i ~ g  rar.ge) . 
NAME 
NFXJ (1) 
COLUMN FORMAT ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ a j p ; f . : j ; g  rrfrpp0;i"t: i )la <-, 6 
V-F.YP-I- r _ l  k-b- L12b - _ 
26-30 15 X-ray peaks betw P P ~  . , ella r j  ne : 
NSXJ and T<l"iI ;?: t= :':#->:-gcrec~ 
from stmelar6;; dgzc::r-i; if n S X J  
I s  negat ive  the 0-5 l )MeV spec- 
tra of N'a2; and %,65 are s~tbtraeted 
If they  a r e  present In the  standard 
deck  providing ior a sub-  
s t i tu te  0 .51  spectrum) a l s o  e x i s t s  
(-NSXJ and +NFXJ a r e  .5  1 M e V  
peak channels  defining t h i s  
fitt ing range) .  
SHIFT (I) 31-40 F10.5 The channel  location (2) of t h e  
standard spectrum true zero  
pulse-height , The code ca r r i e s  
out a shi f t  correction. 
(NSTAND times NXLIM/lO (rounded-up) cards) ;  ((R ( I ,  J) , 
I = 1 ,  NXLIM) , J=1, NSTAND); (See Figure 4) 
la (1 , 1) 1-7 F7.1 The count i n  the  f irst  channel  
of the  f i rs t  input s tandard spectrum. 
R (2 ,  1) 8-14 F7.1 The count in  the  second channe l  
of t h e  f i rs t  input s tandard spectrum. 
R (10,  1) 63-70 F7.1  The count i n  the  tenth channe l  
of t h e  f i rs t  input s tandard spectrum. 
R (11 , 1) 1-7 F7.1  The count in  the e leventh  
channel  of the  f i rs t  input 
s tandard spectrun? . 
R (NXLIM , NsTAND) 6 3 -7 0 F7.1  The count i n  the NXLEMth 
channel  of the  NSTANDth 
input s tandard spectrum. 
NAME COLUMN FORMAT 
The above Card Set @ - 3 may be summarized as:  
P 0 channels of information/card per 1 OF 7 . 1  format , 
NXLIM/~O (rounded-up) cards per spectrum; i f  NXLIM = 256 
then 256/10 = 25.6 taken a s  26,  NSTAND spectra .  
The spectrum input order must corres ond with the order of 
card s e t  @ - 2; ~a~~ precedes Zn6' precedes c o 6 0  precedes 
~ a ~ ~ .  The order of the  remaining spectra is immaterial. If 
either ~ n 6 5  and/or ~ a ~ 2  input then ~ r 8 5  must have been input. 
((@N x @N/5) Cards) ; ( (R(J ,I) , I=l , ON) , J=1 , @N) 
R (1 , 1) 1-11 E11.4 Response Matrix Element 1 ,1 
R (1 1 2) 12-22 E11.4 I I  I 1  " 1 , 2  
R (1;  5) 45-55 E11.4 I I  t I  " 1 , 5  
R (1 1 6) 1-11 E11.4 I I  I I  I I  116 
(second card) 
NOTE: The first @N elements input represent the lowest energy matrix 
vector spectrum (analogous to  a PHA spectrum); similarly, the 
second @N elements,  e t c .  The sum over each  vector must = 
unity. 
c ((QIN/2 ) cards) 
Q (1) 1-7 F7.4 Mid -increment energy of first 
energy interval of response of 
matrix. 
8-14 F7.4 Mid -increment energy of second 
energy interval of response 
matrix. 
NAME CQLUMJ 
Q (10) 64-90 
(two cards) 
First Card: 
BTAG , BTAGA 2 -6 
SBETA 11 -20 
EBMAX 21-30 
F7.4 Mid-increment . ;~:?ryy cf 
eleventh energy interval of 
res  pons e matrix . 
F7.4 Mid -increment energy of @Nth 
energy interval of response matrix. 
F7.4 Mid-channel value of f i rs t  
channel of response matrix. 
F7.4 Mid-channel value of second 
channel of response matrix. 
F7.4 Mid-channel value of tenth 
channel of response matrix. 
F7.4 Mid-channel value of eleventh 
channel of response matrix. 
Mid-channel value of @Nth 
channel of response matrix. 
Unknown source identi ty 
(alpha numeric) 
Unknown source strength,  curies ; 
see page 23 footnote. 
Unknown source maximum or 
reference energy, MeV; see 
pay e 23 footnote, 









F10.5 Unknown source half -life 
(opt ior~al  units;  s e e  UT th i s  card) . 
F10.5 Number of spect ra  per unknown 
source  data  s e t ,  s 20.0.  
F6.0 See footnote; 3 260 
F6.0 Multiplier for TH: 
UT = 0.0;  TH in years  
= 1.0;  TH in  seconds  
= 60.0;  TH in minutes 
= 24.0; TH in hours 
= 365.0; TH in days  
(Values other than t h e s e  wi l l  
c a u s e  output of error f lag  
followed by CALL EXIT) 
Second Card: 
M 2 2 2 1-5 15 The number of peaks t o  b e  f i t ted  
wi th  a Gauss ian  for which  channel  
limits wi l l  b e  input (per card 
set @ ) s 20-M66; S e e  card set @ note. 
6-10 I5 The number of peaks t o  b e  f i t ted  
wi th  a Gauss ian for which  only 
the  energy is to be  input (per 
card s e t  @ ); 2 20-M22. 
11-15 i 5 The number of channe l s ,  in e ach  
spectrum, t o  be  loaded wi th  zero 
counts (beginning a t  channel  1) . 
M NX 16-20 15 See  footnote; 5b12 
backgrounds) t o  be input; it wi l l  analyze  a s  if  CHANLS channels  were input; 
if  257 s MNX 1512 then  unknown spectra a re  reduced t o  256 channels  by DEC 
cal l ing GANE and ana lys i s  carried out on CHANLS channels ;  if MNX = 0 ,  t hen  







I5 Same a s  MMX , except that i t  
refers t o  background spectra; 
s e e  footnote; 5512 
If + 0 ,  smooth spectra before 
analysis ;  u s e  1 .0  or 2.0 for single 
or double smoothing pass by sub- 
program GANE . 
NOTE: BTAG/BTAGA, SBETA and EBMAX may be 'b lank ' ,  1 .0  and 1 . 0  if not known 
prior to  ana lys i s .  Actual values a re  used only for normalizing in sub- 
program GEGMTR prior t o  output of analysis  results;  s e e  page 23 footnote. 
" Number of cards in s e t  @ " = RUNS. Input of card I = 1 detailed below, cards 
2 to  RUNS similar. Card order must correspond to  related pulse-height analyzer 
unknown (beta) spectra , I s 20.0. 
DOST (I) 1-7 F7.3 Distance from geometric center 
of unknown source t o  front face  





C OGAIN (I) 
F7.3 Polar angle of NaI(T1) crystal  
ax is  with respect  to  the unknown 
source,  degrees (a dummy vari-  
ab le  for future use)  . 
Azimuth angle of NaI(T1) crystal  
ax is  respect  to  the unknown 
source ,  degrees (a dummy vari-  
ab le  for future u s e ) .  
Live time counting duration of 
unknown spectrum, minutes. 
Time duration from reference time 
to  s tar t  of counting, days .  
Pulse-height analyzer coarse  
gain sett ing for unknown spectrum, 
r 1 .0 .  
Monitor puls e-height corresponding 




50-56 F7.3 Monitor ener,gy corresponding to  
VG(I) , MeV. 
F7.3 Pulse-height analyzer channel 
location of true zero pulse- 
height,  channels .  
BK(1) times a background spectrum 
may be subtracted from the unknown 
spectrum (if BK(1) negative,  then 
is added).  
Background spectrum signal: 
< 0 subtract previously stored 
background 
= 0 no background 
> 0 read and subtract background 
Background spectra a r e  read follow- 
ing unknown spectra with which 
they a re  assoc ia ted .  
(one card input of M (3) ~t 0) 
This card may contain up to 18 integer numbers, which a re  the  
iterating or unfolding loop a t  which intermediate output is de- 
sired.  I eighteen indices may be input. The card format is 
1 814 
Example: 
MN (1) 1-4 I4 Iterating loop index e g  . 3 
wil l  c ause  subprogram RESMAT to  output on iterating loops 3 ,  5 and 9 .  
(1, 2 ,  3 or 4 cards input if  M (4) & 0) (See Figure 123 
N1X (1) 1-5 I5 Replace a peak (or other prominence 
in spectrum 1 of card se t  @ with 
a straight l ine from channel NlX(1) 
t o  NZX(1); count ra te  in  NlX(1) and 
N2X(1), used to determine s lope and 
intercept of straight l ine .  
NAME COLUMN 
N2X (1) 6-10 
FORMAT OR USE 
I5 See Above 
I5 See  Above 
I5 See Above 
I5 See  Above 
I5 See Above 
5 Replace a peak (or other prominence 
in  spectrum RUNS. card s e t  @ , with 
a straight  l ine  from channel  N ~ X ( J )  
t o  N ~ x ( J ) ;  count ra te  in NIX($) and 
N2X(J), used t o  determine s l ope  and 
intercept of straight  line; J = RUNS. 
N 2X (RUNS) - I5 See Above 
NOTE: N2X (5) would b e  the  tenth and l a s t  f ield of f i r s t  card; the  number 







(1 t o  5 cards  input if M (5) If: 0) (See Figure 12) 
1-5 I5 Replace in  spectrum 1 of card set 
@ , channels  1 to  NFILL (1) with  
a straight  l ine  of s l ope  VAL (1) 
based on count in  channel  NFILL (1) . 
6-15 F10.5 See Above 
16-20 I5 See Above 
21-30 F10.5 See Above 
See Above 
See Above 
NAME COLUMN FORMAT DESCRIPTION, PURPOSE OR USE 
NFKL [Kgp,JS'y - I5 See  Above 
VAL (RTSNS) - F10.5 See Above 
NOTE: VAL (4) would b e  the  eighth and l a s t  f ield of f i r s t  card; the number 
of cards  ( s  5) depends on RUNS. 
(1 * RUNS t o  4 *RUNS cards  input if M66 + 0) (See Figure 12) 
This card s e t  is input only when M66 + 0. I t  must cons i s t  of 
RUNS * (M66/5 rounded up)'  cards  corresponding t o  the  number 
of unknown energy-specified spec t ra l  peaks i n  card set @ . 
Each card contains I 5 photopeak photon energies corresponding 
t o  the  unknown complex-plus-continuous spectrum t o  b e  analyzed.  
From one t o  20(= M222) photopeaks may be  energy specif ied per 
spectrum ie. a maximum of 4 cards  per spectrum. 
EUK (1,  1) 1-10 F10.5 Energy (MeV) of the  f i rs t  energy 
specif ied photopeak in  card set @ 
f i r s t  spectrum. 
EUK'(2, 1) 11-20 F10.5 Energy (MeV) of the  second energ 
specif ied photopeak in  card s e t  6 
f i r s t  spectrum. 
EUK (3 ,  1) 21-30 F10.5 Similar t o  above.  
EUK (M66, 1) - F10.5 Similar t o  above.  
EUK (1, 2) 1-10 F10.5 Similar t o  above.  
EUK (M66, RUNS) - F10.5 Similar t o  above.  
NOTE: The f i rs t  photopeak i n  e ach  spectrum is that of lowest  energy with the  
remainder being in energy ascending order. The user  is cautioned that  
peak channels  may a l s o  be  input ins tead or in addi t ion,  per card set @ 
if M222 + 0; M222 + M66 s 20. 
(l*RUNS t o  7*RUNS cards input if M222 $: 0) (See Figure 12) 
This card s e t  is input when M222 + 0.  I t  must cons i s t  of 
'RUNS* (M2 2 2/3 rounded-up) ' cards  corresponding t o  the number 




s e t  @ . Each card contains information for L 3 photopeaks.  
The information adv i s e s  code of whether peak is a s i ng l e  peak 
or is ins tead one of a pa i r ,  of the upper and lower f i t t ing l imits  
(channel) and of the  energy if it is not known. 
NSSS (1, 1) 5-8 
NFNNN (1, 1) 9-12 
I4 Signal for f i rs t  channel-limit- 
specif ied peak of f i r s t  card 
s e t  @ spectrum: 
= 1 , i f  a s ing le  peak 
= 2 ,  if one of ~ T N O  peaks  
in  a pair.  
Channel  number defining f i t t ing 
limit on low energy s i d e  of f i r s t  
channel-limit-specified peak,  
i e .  f i t  peak from channel  NSSS(1, 1) 
t o  N F N N N ( ~ ,  1) . 
Channel number defining f i t t ing 
limit on high energy s i d e  of f i r s t  
channel-limit-specified peak,  
i e .  f i t  peak from channel  NSSS(I , 1) 
t o  NFNNN(1, 1 ) .  
Energy of f i r s t  channel-limit- 
specif ied peak,  MeV . 
Similar t o  NJJ (1 , 1) . 
EXRAY ( 3 ,  1) 53-60 F8.4 Similar t o  EXRAY (1, 1) . 
NJJ ( 4 ,  1) 1-4 I4 Similar t o  NJJ (1 , 1). 
F8.4 Similar t o  EXRAY (1 , 1). 
NOTE: The user  is cautioned t ha t  peak energy data may a l s o  be input ins tead  
or in addit ion,  per card  set if ME6 *o; M222 + M66 2 20. If 
M66 = 0 and M222 + 0 then  photopeaks data  may be  input in  any energy 
order; if  M66 +O and M222 f 0 then  input is expected in energy ascend-  
ing order. Where data  j s input for double peaks NJJ(1, J) and NJJ(1 , J  + 1) = 
Nk ME COLUMN FORMAT . 
2 and 0 ,  respectively,  then energy ascending order i s  eypected if 
EXRJXY (1 ,J) specified. An example of input data for double peak 
(I and I t- l), is given (indices omitted): 
.i!lLU NSSS NFNNN EXRAY T\TJL NSSS NFNNN EXRAY 
2 4 6 - 0.501 0 7 6 6 0.575 
This specifies that  the  code sha l l  carry out a double peak analysis  
between channels 46 and 66,  that  peak energies are 0.501 and 0.575 MeV 
and that  the  peaks are  approximately 7 channels apart. The code analysis  
will  determine the actual  separation distance and thus 7 i s  given only a s  
a n  es t imate .  
The number of cards i n  this s e t  = (CHANLS (or MNX) * R U N S / ~ ~ .  0 +
the  number of background cards if any)*. The cards will  contain 
the unknown source spectra to be unfolded. The number of spectra 
which may be  input is limited by the DIMENSION (20) = RUNS. The 
spectra , corresponding to  card s e t s  @ and @ , may b e  stacked 
together. A background spectrum, i f  input, must directly follow 
the unknown spectrum from which i t  i s  t o  be  subtracted. Twenty 
unknown spec t ra ,  each followed by a background spectrum, a r e  
regarded a s  twenty spectra from the standpoint of 20 being the 
maximum number. Each spectrum contains CHANLS (or MNX) 
channels and background spectra must correspond*. Each card 
contains 10 channels of information. Thus,  the following i s  
typical of card se t  @ a s  read by subprogram DEC: 
1-7 F6.0 Pulse-height analyzer count in 
channel 1. 
8-13 F6.0 Pulse-height analyzer count in 
channel 2 .  
15-20 F6 . O  Pulse -height analyzer count in 
channel 3 .  
Pulse-height analyzer count in 
channel 10. 
NAME COLUMN FORMAT --- TJS E 
1-7 F7.1  Pulse-height analyzes count in 
channel  L 1. 
Pulse-height analyzer count in  
channel  CHANLS. * 
( l a s t  card in  spectrum) 
* For input purposes ,  if MNX > CHANLS then rep lace  CHANLS above wi th  
MNX for unknown and ME3X for backgrounds,  ie. CUPED w i l l  read spect ra  
u p  t o  512 channe l s  i n  s i z e  (per MNX and MBX) but wi l l  immediately re -  
duce  them t o  CHANLS = 256. 
3 , s  CJ3SJE OUTPUT 
Throughoutthe discussion in th i s  sect ion,  reference to A p p e n d i ~  V ,  
Sample Code Output Listing, is necessary and understood. Those out- 
puts which are  clearly defined by format headings are  either not d i s -  
cussed or are  mentioned only briefly. Output pages a r e  referred to  
through the  encircled le t ters  A ,  B ,  C ,  e t c .  
A .  The values on this  page are  output by MAIN, and a re  a s  input on 
card s e t s  @ to  @ , with the exception of EM(=EN/ELIMIT) and the  obvious 
modifications to NaI(T1) crystal  dimensions (note the units a r e  output in 
inches) .  
B .  The values on this page are  output by SHAPE, and correspond to  
those standard source spectral  parameters input on card s e t s  @ - 1 and - 2 .  
Indicated channel numbers a re  those values  after shifting with respect  t o  
true zero channel has  been carried out.  
C .  The values  on this  and following similar pages a r e  the standard 
source spectral  counts corrected for input in  the complement mode and 
true zero channel. This output by SHAPE corresponds to  card s e t  @ - 3 
input. 
D .  The resul ts  of the  Gaussian function regression analysis  by STDFIT 
for the  standard spectra photopeaks a r e  output on this  page by RESGEN. 
The output is self -explanatory. 
E .  The output on this  and the following similar pages ,  by SHAPE, 
consis ts  of the  Compton continua of the  standard source spectra nor- 
malized with respect  t o  unit photopeak area and a pulse-height of 100 
channels .  
F ,  This page presents the response matrix generated by SHAPE and 
output by  MAIN. It corresponds to  that input which would be required 
for card s e t  @ - 1. ! 
G. This page presents the energies (MeV), pulse-heights (channels) 
and photofractions corresponding t o  the  generated response matrix, a t  
increment midpoints, a s  determined by SHAPE and output by MAIN. The 
energies and pulse-heights correspond to  that input which would b e  required 
for card s e t s  @ - 2 and - 3 .  The photofractions correspond t o  the  solid 
curve in Figure 6 .  (I 
H .  The output on this  page, by MAIN, corresponds to  the  input spec i -  
fied for card s e t s  @ and @ , excepting that  the units in some cases  a r e  
modified before output. 
I .  Optional output by MAIN giving the  indices for which unfolding 
iteration output has  been requested by input of card @ . 
J * Output by MAIN of the options requested through input of card s e t s  
K.  The output on th i s  page by MAIN corresponds to the (first) spec-  
trum to b e  analyzed and a s  input on card s e t  @ . Background spectrum 
subtraction and complement mode correction is carried out before output. 
L .  Output of spectrum before entry t o  SINGLE; in the  example the result  
of smoothing is demonstrated. 
M. The output on this  page by SINGLE is self -explanatory and refers 
t o  the fitting of an  input specified monoenergetic spectral  component of the  
unknown spectrum. 
N .  The output gives the PHA spectrum after stripping of photopeaks and 
associated continua by SINGLE; gain parameters for subsequent ,unfolding a re  
a l so  output. 
8. The optional output on this page by MAIN corresponds to  the unknown 
spectrum after gain changing and before unfolding analysis .  
P .  The output on this page by RESMAT is that requested by input of 
card@ . It cons is t s  of the gain changed unknown spectrum normalized 
to unit integral count; output a t  loop IT, corresponding t o  that requested 
(per MN) , of the determined photon number spectrum (PHI) and the iterated 
input spectrum (PP); the  iterated spectrum and the iteration convergence 
loop (IT), the  normalizing integral count (SU) and the final value of the 
2 iteration arresting criterion term (TERM = x , Pearson's Chi Square) . 
Q .  The output on this  page by XTAL is self -explanatory and cons is t s  
of the components of the diagonal efficiency matrix, 47, defined by equa- 
tion (1 0) of section 2.2.5. 
R. The optional output on th i s  page by MAIN, consis ts  of the effi- 
ciency corrected and unfolded spectrum after post-normalization and the 
2 
ra te  of convergence or fitting differences, during unfolding (4 ) . 
S .  The optional output on this  page, by MAIN, is self-explanatory 
and consis ts  of N (E) and I (E) , a s  already discussed in section 2.2 .6 .  
X X 
T. The output on this page,  by MAIN, is self-explanatory and cons is t s  
of SUMNUM, SUMENY, B (Equation 14) ,  AVENGY, etc .  in  the order o f ,  
and a s  already discussed in ,  section 2 .2 .6 .  
4 .  SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
, 
A FORTRAN-IV IBM-360 package code has  been developed for the rapid 
analysis  of bremsstrahlung spectra.  The code is readily applicable t o  
the analysis  of sodium-iodide scintillation detector complex continuous 
spectra.  The response matrix generating portion of the code i s  suitable 
for u s e  a s  a separate enti ty for problems in spectral  analysis  such a s  a re  
encountered in the  various fields of gamma spectrometry. 
The code employs an iterative unfolding method which has  been used 
successfully by i t s  authors , N. E . Scofield (4 '5) and R.  Gold (6) , by the 
present author 18) , and others (7' . While th i s  method is approximate 
because of the iterative technique used ,  i t  generally is the ~ o s t  sui table  
where continuous spectra are  involved. It is suggested that degree of 
accuracy be  the subject  of future work, wherein the i terative method re- 
sul ts  would be compared with results  obtained by other methods. The 
best  value of the matrix s i z e  consistent with non-oscillatory good resul ts  
(18 and computer efficiency would b e  of interest here Contract circum- 
s tances  did not allow for detai l  studies during the development of code 
CUPED. 
It is proposed that the response matrix generating portion of the code be  
made more versati le by studying the use  of additional standard sources .  
Contract circumstances did not allow a detailed debugging of the code in 
the energy range 1 . 4  to  3 . 0  MeV. It is mentioned that during the code 
development, coilsiderable difficulty was  experienced in using Na 22 
because of the relatively high intensity of the 1 .28 MeV photopeak relative 
to  that a t  0.51 MeV, thus zn6' is recommended instead.  Further work i s  
proposed with a respect  to  u s e  of the Na22 spectrum above 0.6 MeV. 
The 200 channel PuO spectrum of Figure 7' represents only half of the  ex- 2 
perimeratally measured spectrum. The complete 400 channel distribution is 
shown in Figure 13,  This spectrum is repeated in Figure 14  with a non-linear 
pulse-height s ca l e  proportional t o  the detection s ys  tem resolution (I9) : t he  
peaks in  both figures a re  numbered for comparison purposes. The advantages 
of this form of representation a re  self-evident. Photopeaks a r e  given equal 
importance throughout the energy range of measurement. It is proposed that 
the further incorporation of a n  energy non-linear analysis  unfolding method 
be  coilsidered for code CUPED. 
It is concluded that the  developed code ,CUPED, is an  operable and useful 
addition t o  the field of scinti l lat ion spectrometry. It allows the semi- 
automatic generation of detector system response function matrices,  spectra l  
unfolding process and final analysis  of unknown complex-continuous spectra 
t o  be carried out in a single computer run,  i. e . , without human interfacing. 
It is very suited to  on-line applications.  
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Section 2.2 
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Allowable Values of Input 
Options M(10) , M(11) and M(12) 
Example: M(10) , M(11) , M(12) = 0 ,  11 , 12 causes  the  code to  correct an  
unknown spectrum for non-linear energy response,  detection efficiency, 
gain change ( e . g . ,  from 200 to  30 channels) and then unfold. N. B. M(14) 
dic ta tes  whether ENLIN is to be called before or after entry t o  SINGLE. 
* Not rlormally useful,  i .  e. , for study or debugging purposes only. 
APPENDIX I 
GLOSSARY OF SUBPROGRAMS 
APPENDIX l 




(In alphabetical order, except for MAIN) 
NAME 
-- 
FUNCTION or USE 
MAEN Input, output and linking of 
subprograms. 
ATRABS Computes a i r  attenuation 
factor. (P) 
CLAD Computes detector cladding attenuation 
factor. (F) 
COBALT Control program for photopeak 
fitting and subtraction. 
COMPLX 2 2 Analyzes Co60 and Na standard 
spectra for SHAPE. 
BEC Reads pulse-height analyzer spectra; 
checks for PHA-complemented counts.  
DECAY Computes source decay correction 
factor. (F) 
D @SE Converts gamma photon flux to dose .  (F) 
EFFIC Computes elements of detector inter- 
action efficiency vector. 0') 
ENLIN Applies non-linear energy response 
correction factor. 
FC Crystal interaction efficiency function. (F) 
Controls fitting and subtraction of Na 2 2 FIVE 
escape and 0 . 5 1  MeV peaks.  
FUNUS Photopeak fitting function, partial 
derivatives and Chi-square term for 
STDFIT (one Gaussian plus straight 
line) . 
-7 0- 
Photopeak fitting f uncliuil , kJdrei% i 
derivatives and Chi-square I-err,~ fcr  





Gain changing program; also s per:"ei-rtb 
shifting and smoothing, 
Computes Gaussian photopea!; for 
given parameters. 
Computes geometry fac tors ,  integrates 
number and energy spectra and calculates  
normalized dose data for final code resu l t s .  
GUESS Provides initial est imates of the photopeak 
function parameters for non-linear regression 
analysis  in subprogram STDFIT . 
GUESS 2 Provides init ial  est imates of the photopeak 
function parameter for non-linear regression 
analysis  in subprogram STDFT 2 .  
Code for insertion of repetitive variables 
omitted on a l l  but first-card of s e t .  
PEAKS Adds photopeaks and escape peaks; 
computes photofractions . 
PEEK 
PER S PX 
P@LAT E 
Computes Gaussian function ordinate. (f) 
Computes perspex absorption factor.  (F) 
Interpolates normalized Cornpton continua 
by the method of parts.  
PULSE 
RAXEL 
Computes the detector system pulse- 
height a t  a given energy. (F 
Computes NaI(T1) iodine K X-ray 
escape fraction. (F) 
RESGEN 
RESMAT 
Orders and normalizes standard 
spectra for response matrix inter- 
pola tion. 
Pulse-height analyzer spectrum 





Control program for response matrix 
genera tion. 
Simpson's rule integrating program 
for function FC. (F) 
Determines monoenergetic spectral  
contribution. 
Control program for unfolding and 
detector efficiency correction. 
Non-linear regression analysis  of 
standard spectra single photopeaks . 
Non-linear regression analysis  of 
standard spectra photopeak pairs ; 
Binary table searching program. 
n-degree Lagrangian interpolation 
program . (F) 
Determines the index and value of the 
maximum valued element in a vector of 
elements. 
Controls computation of detector total 
efficiency. 
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SAMPLE-INPUT CARD DECK LISTING 
1 .n 






c r ~ h n  
nnnnnn 
nn 1 no& 
n n i  734 
nn37R7 
no39rlh 
n n i n ? ?  





r in l54? 









,>Ill R R ,  
1107QC7 
,i11717< 
n 11 7 1. $4 1, 
iill77LH 
















I n 7 l C c  
n n 7 i ? n  
n n ? i s n  
n n ? ? i n  
11077AG 
nn77n? 



















r,r, I L l , ,  
n n l e i c  
P "?h l5  
,,n1:-7 




" ' ih l71 
o i i nn l7  
I',"',"P 
Qn<, '4<>"  
, I . , , (  l<I 
nnnnnn w n 6 7 n  nnnsn7 nnn7hn nnnnhn nnnnhn nnns17 nnnqch o n n m ?  
nn1na7 r l n i n h l  nn i  l i n  n n i n s i  no1773 001357 nn1537 nr i i751 nn1n74 
nn i544  nn1?74 n n ~ ? ? ?  nn1471 n n i s h n  nn i57h  n n 1 7 ~ 4  nn7n67 nn?h77 
n n i q b l  nnx7h1 nln-105 n l l ? i l  n1o??9 nn7qh7 nn597a 1ioa7?7 nnan i7  
n n 7 h ~ n  n n 1 ~ h 7  n i i i 47?  n n l ~ n i  nnnq74 nnnqql  nonsqh nn lnn5  n n l n r n  
n n i o 7 4  nn i114  n n i i ? ?  nni1a5 nni?17 n o i ? ? n  on l?os  nn1sh7 nn1hs4 
nn1a11 nn7n4u n n ~ q n ?  nn iqh?  nninn7 nn luhn  nn1hn4 nn i57n  n n i s n s  
nn17hq n n i ? 7 i  n n i i 7 5  nn i177  nn lnqs  nn in37  nnnsa? nnnqaq nnnsbn 
l innq?q nnrira74 i1nni171 nnn957 n n n s i n  nnns5n nn lnn?  n' i in36 n n i n w  
n n i o 7 i  1 i i 1 i i 6 4  nn11n7 n n i n n i  n n i i h n  nnlnnf i  n i i i i ~ z  nn177c n n i ? n i  
on1751 n n l ? h n  nn i771  n n i ? h ?  n n i 7 s s  n n i ? ? ~  on16nq on1415 n n ~ a o s  
n n i 5 1 ~  nn i5pq  nniR?? n o l s 7 7  nn77s i  nn779h n n 3 ~ 7 5  nnhss7 n n h i o 4  
n lnn5n  n i i q n ~  n l7n76  n?n?-in n7?4?? n75n34 n7nnn9 n7s117 n74n7s 
n77517 1n75l.76 n ? ? h ? i  n1-71' n1hn47 n i774h  nnsnqa on7? in  n n 5 ~ s 3  
nn7411 n n 1 5 7 ~  n n n q n ~  n n n i b l  nnn? ln  onn175 n r i n i i ?  0nnna7 n r i n n 7 ~  
n n n n ~ 4  n n n n l c  i~ r i i i i i \ h  oonn5n onon77 r i n n m i  nnnn?? nnoii?n nnnn37 
nnnnns 11r11101.1 niinr141 n n n n 4 ~  nnnn74 nnnn?] nonnnl  nnonah nnnn76 
nrinnqi nnnnah nnnn91 nnonsn nnnn7s nnnn37 n n n n x  nnon4n nnnn45 
nnnii?7 nnnn77 nnnn?k n n n n ? ~  nnnn37 nnnn47 nnnnbn nnnni.? n n n m n  
onnn?? OIIC-CIL? riiinn77 onnn92 nnnns7 onno75 nnnn75 nrlori37 nnnnnn 
cinnnnn 11iis77b nnhs6r nn1as.j nn17h7 nn177t n n l n 7 1  n n i e ~ n  n n 1 a 7 ~  
0n14711 I ~ O I R ~ H  rn1a5s nniq7r i  nn7n7.r n n ? n l o  nn7 i??  on7176 no7179 
nn704n nr17nc17 rn7nh7 nn7n55 nn7nnn nn?osn nn7ncn r1n7naa nn7ns1 
on7119 no7741 on7776 nn7771 nn? inh  nn77nh nn??s? on735a nn75nq 
nri7q7n n n < n ? r  nn?n?n nna7nn nn? in5  n m n 4 6  nn7qsa nn?q?r  nn7ahs 
llll7R47 Oi1771h lOn7747 On7hRn On7655 Ofl7h?n n 0 7 i I h  0117557 'in7647 
no7560 n n 7 s ~ n  nn7s15 nn7l .3~ no7544 nn7 f7h  n n ? h ~ a  11ri7775 nn777i  
nn7nsh nn7?5r  nn7n73 n n 7 ~ 5 n  no7774 rin7s75 n n ? h u ~  nn770h n n ? c l l  
11117453 n n 7 7 i ~  0117119s nn191q nn i7qh  nn15ha n n ~ ~ i h  n11363 nn!?c1? 
n n l ? n h  11ni I 76 nn i  rish n n i  n?o n n i n ~ n  nnlni.7 n n l n a ~  nrin974 nnnqfi i 
~ n n s a h  nor,Pw nnr1q17 nnns17 nnnilc8 nnnnss nnna?5 nnns71 nnnq7'l 
n r i i n l h  n n i i x n  n n 1 7 3 i  n n l ? ? o  nn1477 nn177h nn711n nn>c?? nn?on? 
n n f ? ? i  nnosn7 n 1 ? 5 ? n  n i s 7 7 ~  n 1 ~ 9 h n  n 7 1 e i o  n 7 ~ 7 5 a  n 7 i i n i  n 7 c n n ~  
~ 7 7 5 7 6  n ~ o c n ~  r , i h ? s ~  n175i7 r inns7l n n 6 i r h  nnansn nn753a n n ~ n o ?  
n o o r ~ s  , i r in i77 nnriniil nnnn75 nnnn?n nnnnn? nonn7n ssosac, n n n n ? ~  
nnnnnl  nr1nnn7 n r i n n l i  nnnnnh n n n n l i  nnnn i7  nnnn ls  nnnn75 rinnnnn 
rinnnn7 nnnn3n nr inn7i  nrinrini nnnnl5 nnnnna nnnn ik  nnnn ip  nnnnns 
nnnnn8 i i n n n ? ~  nntin7n onnn l7  nnnoix  nnnrino n n n n i i  nornri7 nnnni'; 
q n n n l ~  nnnn71 nnnnl ' i  n n n n ? ~  nnnn ih  csssss  nn?f,?? r n n n ~ ?  nnnn7, 
nn i i n i7  nnnnnq nnnnla nono11 nnonn5 n n n n i i  nnnncio n n i i n 7 ~  nnrinnn 
nnnnnn nni'-isl no7ahri nn64lin n in591  n11i5h nm777r, ,1n77?s n n ? i ? i  
007noor11i(17>77 rir17?4? n1177an nn77nh nn71hs n i 7 l ? s  on7145 r'npiao 
n r177~7  nn775) 017734~ nn???'i  nn777n nn777 i  ori7?oo in7367  i 1 n 7 ~ 1 h  
nn75ni  nn7nr.i n n i ' r h ~  n n ~ n ? n  nn?7ob n rn71h  on?-r i7  no7156 nn3in- i  
nn7q73 nn7ar7  nn7i177 n n 7 ~ 9 7  'in7955 ion?neI nr17pnn 1 ) 1 > 7 ~ & f i  nn7771 
i l r l>hQl  nr)?Lhy on7775 nn7ca4 no?hhs nn7697 nn??i.il nn7711 fin7h7n 
007657 007h-75 nn7717 nn7757 nn7c in  vn77bc ""7685 ~ ~ ? C L P  007770 
nii7qic) n n ? c q ~  rin775a nn?7nh nn77r.5 nn755,. n n ? ~ r ? ~ ,  n n 7 7 ~ o  11n77hl 
n i  7751 n n 7 a i 7  n n i i a z  nn??h-, no7777 nn77,-r i 1 1 7 ~ a n  nn111r7h n n 7 ? ~ 6  
n n i o n ?  n n i h ? ~  nr i ian7 nn l341  1101731 n n i i ~ q  nn lnnc  nni o r a  nnnonh 
nililhtl7 n n n i n o  cnc772 tonn7~c nno71.i nnn757 nr)i17i.r> r n n 7 i ~  nnn-7n 
nnr i7h l  nnnn?, nnnp7? r in i i tnn nni111? n r ) i i ~ n  n n i ? h u  nn l7ns  , in???7 
nl jnnsy n n 5 7 ~ n  n'i7uop nln,a? ni3'1'17 0 1 6 3 ~ h  ~ I Q I I ? ~  117r1~-5 n 7 7 ' i n ~  
nlol,z I n l ~ i 4 a s  r i is? i r i l  r i l n o i ~  rin7nsh n n ~ h i 4  n o ? a ~ h  riniLlnn ni innn? 
(inn174 nnn ln7  r n n n ? ~  nnnniir~ nnnn71 o n n n i i  nnnn iv  nrnnn? n n n n ~ i  








c /  
r 7 
<I .  
f '  
r l n  
ill 
f 1 7  
I I?  
1 1 1. 
f l ?  
f 1 6  
f 17 
f 1 5- 
ll'i 
l l n l n  nonnnh ~ 9 a 9 9 7  qqaoq6 nnnn in  nnnnnl  nnonn7 999994 
. i r i , i , i  i nnnn lq  999990 nnnnn7 n n n i l n ~  qq9svi  nnnnqq nnnn7n 
",,n,>nn nnnnon nni'nnr, nnqnn7 nn?h?a nn77hn n n z e h ~  n n 7 7 ~ 7  
li'r77hr! ( i ( 17~7q  n n 7 7 ~ 7  n n 7 ~ h ?  n n 1 n 1 ~  nn1n7n 0 0 3 1 7 ~  nn1n77 
v r , z i i r ?  o i i ? i a 4  rini'710 nnansh 004175 1104107 no4797 oo1qn.q 
n z i i l ~  n o ~ h ~ n  on7717 r I n ~ s i 7  n n 1 h l i  nn?hnn n m h 1 5  no?anh 
no1397 ~ I I??~L .  n n 3 1 ~ ~  nnqnns nn?>?? nn3 lnq  nn2n ln  n n ? l c n  
on?n in  on7oq-I 1in9n7q n n q l l i  nn?z4n n n ? ~ c 5  nn4177 
n, i5 :~1i i  on5576 onlrhso nn9iLna n n x n ~ s  n n ? s l h  on?n'ih nn77n9 
qn7017 no7737 nn7h17 nn77an n n 7 ~ 5 1  nn7qns n n 7 ~ 2 1  nn7Rnh 
' ' n ? i i ~ * +  n n 7 i 7 ~  nn7913 no7917 nn?n?q on7967 nn?nhh on1 ih?  
t v ,707~  on2179 n n 7 7 7 ~  nn1Tlo n n x i a i  nn31.s~ nn35n7 on1477 
 on?^?? nn7qn7 nn7 ih5  nr177hn n o ~ s a r j  nn17n? on1376 nn17nn 
,an41.>i>4 nnnn i i i  nonnn7 nnn74q n n n 7 1 ~  nonndq nnnng? nnnnt.5 
n o 1 ~ 1 7  n n l q n ~ t  nn>q?,. nn47nh on6177 nnqn in  n i 7 i w  (115770 
01QP7" IlIF7Rh n l7RLh lln91R7 on5070 n01343 001R15 0007Yh 
oqnn i3  nnnnni  nnnnn? q99997 9 ~ ~ 9 9 ~  nnnn?? nnnnn? qsssn? 
ni,niI io n n n ~ 7 2  9 9 4 9 ~ 6  nnnnn5 nnnn17 noon is  on131177 noon17 
n n ~ n 7 i  aocoqh n'inn70 nnnn lc  nnnn7n nnnns7 0 9 9 ~ 9 5  999971 
L > ~ o c c 7  qu l07h  quqap3 0q9qn5 ~ ~ " 7 9 6  q q w ~  onon17 nnnonq 
oc>sr','l nnnn ln  nrinnq, nnilnnh 99oo9n nnnnnh nnnnr)7 nnnn in  
0 1 1 ~ ~ r ~ i i 7  r n o n l r i  9 ' 1~997  nnnnn9 990995 nnonn7 onnnn9 999997 
innonon ilnnnna o n n + l i  nri7n75 nr1ihn4 no7ahh n n ~ 3 7 v  nnnhl  I 
l'I,Pfl75 On8414 OIlP3n3 OOPil5 OflRhll  00R779 009117 fI095115 
in17n11- n 1 7 4 ~ 3  n i i r 5 7  011547 n 1 n ~ r ) 4  n io737  r 1 i n s 7 i  010471 
i i f i ~ i i . z . i  n r 1 ~ 6 4 1  on9151 009x17 no9171 no9074 .on9175 
flfliS775 OOq9nR OORI36 no8753 00Rh51 0OGSh7 008457 nilR41H 
n i i *n iq  0nn487 nnn;ss n n n ? l y  nna7n5 n n ~ i 7 i  nn81+5 nnn?49 
nn79s5 nn7977 n o n ~ n s  nnn iha  onR7oh nnn7hs 0 0 ~ 3 1 4  n n ~ 3 1 7  
nI>q4OP f I I l R 7 1 ~  i l n i l i 5L  nn!i10n 00Y724 006722 OORRRR nOR77h 
nn44h9 0na6nh on~)s79  n n q h ~ ~ i  nns737 n1-19762 nn99,+~ 11097~7 
r > n f q b l  n o ~ j 5 5  nrixnb7 n n 7 w q  on inso  nn6n5h linhh74 nn6sas 
r>l16471i 00ir3711 006199 OIl0741 OnhlRh 00,6054 On6057 OOhh7n 
C11134f1 07nR79 1177C177 1131773 017347 079421 073R3R nlhR55 
nn4715 00341h nn39Rh On5777 OORC7R I117771 017774 n77741 
f i 7an i1  n1q?73 n1?71n n n ~ 7 2 1  nnr.~1,3 nnZs34 nn1n41 nnn437 
i ' n n ~ i ~  noon97 innn~no  nnn ln /  n n n n ~ 4  nnnnxh nnn in?  nnnnop 
cirintlni [inn107 nonlni, n o i i ~ n i +  n n n i n ?  n n n ~ n ?  nnnnsv n n n n c ~ s  
~ ' i i l o 7 h  n o n q i 1  nnnnq7 nnnnui nnnn7h n n n n R ~  nnnnhs nnnnh7 
P I I : ~ ~  1 . '7 I .n I . 1 7o.n I .i 
i 711 11 0 1 
inn .  n. n. 1.0 I .(I 1.0 177.n I .77 
I 7 3 4 1 7 1 0  1 5  7n ?n 
nnnn17 onnnnn 
nn7s is  nn79n7 
nni145 nil1365 
n n 3 w 7  n n w 3 7  





nn in7n  nn116n 
0073R1 nn743R 
nn in7q  nr11nn7 
nnnq45 nn1719 
n 1 ~ 7 n 7  n1qqo4 
nnnan4 nnn144 





nnonn8 or in no^ 
0n8750 no7096 
0101114 011167 
0 1 0 3 ~ 4  n l n 7 i i  




O ~ H Y R ~  n n 9 1 ~ 9  
ni i9715 on9117 
006471 no6415 
OllQfJ57 010R47 
nln-197 0 0 ~ 5 4 4  
n75R70 07h541 
nnr~zhn nor1164 
nnnosi  nnnln7 
nnn(iR1- onn inn  
nnoo i7  nnn inh  
nnnn67 onnnRn 
nnnn17 noon63 
nnon47 i innnnn 
I 7nn.n i).n 
APPENDIX I V  
SAMPLE OUTPUT LISTING 
P e l t * - e e N + F  
TEST RUN ~ ~ 0 2  4 0 0  cn. TO 256 .  6 PEAKS 
- - - - -- 
CONTPOL NUMBERS 
-ut-tP--cc-c+t-e)--f w-* * - .  .. --a 
U( 7 )  = 7 M( 8 )  = o U( 9) = 3 M(IU) = 3 ~ ( t i )  = F ~ ( 1 2 )  = n 
riit3t n r + t f + t  - + ut+w c- +f-~~+6t-r--fb--z PMWB+---R - 
M ( 1 9 ) =  n M ( 2 9 ) r  o ~ ( 2 1 ) =  9 ~ ( 2 2 )  = 3 M ( Z J ) =  n ~ ( 2 4 ) ~  - 
- .. . - - - - -- - - - - - - - 
E M =  19 .0OF00  C W N W L S / M E V  
- - - . - - - - - - - - 
E L I W I T =  2 . 0 6 0 0 0  
- - -- - 
I T F R A T I V E  ERROR TOLERANCCsEPS O . O C ~ O l O  
- -  - . 
NUMRFR f?F RETA SOURCE SETS.OJSO = 1 Mtl = 1 
- - - - 
MAX Nl lMRER OF I T E R A T I O N S I  I T M A Y =  5 1  
- 
NUMRER qF CHANNPLS INPUT.  N = 2q 
NAI~TL) CRYSTAL SIZE = 3.n0 x 3.00 INCHES. 
-- 
STAhDAPD SOURCF S P t C T R A L  P A R A M E T I C S  
7 SPKCTRA I N  STANDARD SOURCE DECK 
CHANNELS ON5 TO 8 ASSUMED A:. RECIJNDANT 
R E c E F r N C I  COARSE G A I N  = 1.0303C 
STANOARD PHJTOPEAK X-RAY OR -5 P E 4 K  S H I F T  PHOTOPFAC 
S f l I tRCE FRqM T 0 F R J M  1.3 SOEZTRIJP ENERGY 
CHANNFL  
H G 2 - 3  11- 
5 ~ e 5  I in 
C S 1 3 7  110 
N R O 5  11- 
~ 4 5 4  1 1 9  
I N 6 5  115 
CD60 123 














Ci .?  
-1.2PPl 
MFV 



















2 2 7 2 .  







STANDARD aOURCE SPESTQh 
2907.  
3 3 e 5 .  
3 8 3 7 .  
3322. 
2coE. 
5 7 3 5 .  
IB*L. 






















7191 .  
6217. 
3 21 52 
dnbR. 




A 9  
6 3 .  
57 .  
QFSULTS <IF PHOTOPEAK F I T T I N G  

NORMAL1 ZED C O N T I N U U M  OF STANDARD SWCTRA 
-- -- -- - - - 
- -- . - - - - 
C S 1 3 7  SOURCE 
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